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Only 5-15% of amputees in the developing world have access to artificial limbs.

The Problem

Loss of mobility often strips them of basic rights like access to food, education, healthcare, employment & rights.
Our Solution

We have provided 574,864 prosthesis in India and 26500 in 30 other countries
Replication Plan

What
- Prosthetic Technology
- Healthcare Model

How
- Partner with local implementing agency
- Conduct onsite limb fitting camp
- Train local manpower
- Set up infrastructure

Where
- Wherever there are wars, landmines, road accidents, diabetes, natural disasters
- Developing or low resource environments where amputees have poor access to prosthetics.

With Whom
- Government or NGO committed to health outcomes
Our Needs

Ideation input around setting up a value chain that creates economic opportunities using the prosthetic technology & healthcare model

Strategic implementation partner for test pilots that will help establish geographies for scaling into

Social impact funders interested in mobility at scale
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